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ABSTRACT

During years the technology improvement in industrial stamping process to manufacture sheet
metal parts have increase gradually and has been solved a lot of problems but currently several
issues continue appearing when different body parts are manufactured such as wrinkling, splits and
necking due to material features or set up press working parameters. Common defects that are
difficult to detect are cracks and necking. The best practice for finding those defects is by human
inspection at the end of the line, but it do not assure a hundred per cent of detection.

It is well known that in stamping more than 40 variables can be obtained from the process. To solve
material quality problems they are applied in three different methods; simulation, press monitoring
and material features. One of the reasons why it is difficult to obtain an accurate model in stamping
is because in the working line the press parameters can differ from the ones used in simulation.
That is why to adjust the stamping features to success in the product manufactured requires try
out process.

Even with all the data available to use, some of necking and small cracks cannot be detected, it
means that when located in the subsequent processes the scrap cost increases. To solve it, the
research is based in combine simulation and data acquisition in real time to define when cracks and
necking came up. This method is called Hybrid Twin, which can has an impressive impact in the
way we understand manufacturing, together with the tools used in 4.0 industrial revolution it can
result a powerful method to be used in controlling the quality of the final product.

In this paper it is proposed an approach of one of the new paradigms of the 21st century, using
an Hybrid Twin model to get precise solutions close to reality in each stamping cycle. Therefore,
all the variables that can be measured in real time in stamping process (Inputs and Outputs
of the machine) are analyzed in comparison to the inputs and outputs of the simulation process
(commercial software). Moreover, as a conclusion from simulation point of view, a discussion about
how to include key parameters in simulation process to improve the hybrid twin model is released.
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